Plate 1: Excavations at Bubastis under Edouard Naville ©Egypt Exploration Society. Clearance of the Third Intermediate Period part of the temple.
Plate 2 Naos, exterior front elevation. Drawing by Claire Thorne
Plate 3 Naos, exterior right elevation (1:15). Drawing by Claire Thorne
Plate 4 Naos, exterior back elevation (1:15). Drawing by Claire Thorne
Plate 5 Naos, exterior left elevation (1:15). Drawing by Claire Thorne
Plate 6 Reconstruction drawing of naos. Drawing by Claire Thorne

Plate 7 British Museum EA 1080, front face
Plate 8 British Museum EA 1080, left face

Plate 9 British Museum EA 1080, ¾ view
Plate 10 Museum EA 1079, left face décor (left end)
Plate 12 British Museum EA 1079, back face décor (left end)
Plate 13 British Museum EA 1079, back face décor (right end).
Plate 14 British Museum EA 1079, right face décor
Plate 15 British Museum EA 1078, back face décor
Plate 16 British Museum EA 1078, right face décor
Plate 17 British Museum EA 1078, three-quarter view, exterior
Plate 18 British Museum EA 1078, ¾ view, interior
Plate 19 British Museum EA 1005

Plate 20 Fragment of naos in private collection (no.240), Switzerland © Private Collection, Switzerland
Plate 21 Cairo Museum CG 70016

Plate 22 Cairo Museum, unnumbered
Plate 23 British Museum EA 1078, detail: hippopotamus
Plate 24 British Museum EA 1079, detail: snake-headed figures

Plate 25 British Museum EA 1079, detail: frog-headed figures
Plate 26 Relief with depiction of a goddess with vulture cap © Sotheby’s

Plate 27 Relief fragment with lioness-headed deity © Charles Ede Antiquities

Plate 28 ‘Antiquités de Bubaste’, Description de l’Égypte V: pl.29 [9].
Plate 30 British Museum EA 1106, lower fragment
Plate 31 British Museum EA 1106, left side, upper fragment
Plate 32 British Museum EA 1106, left side, lower fragment
Plate 35  Copper alloy dovetail cramp, Toronto Royal Ontario Museum
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Plate 36  Copper alloy dovetail cramp, Toronto Royal Ontario Museum
909.80.304 © ROM

Plate 37  Incisions on a basalt block © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
A Naos of Nekhthoreb from Bubastis

Plate 38 Fragment of a basalt shrine © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Plate 39 Example of the cavetto cornice (B/4.6) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Plate 40 Ceiling fragment, decorated with stars (E/6.5) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Plate 41 One of three blocks with cornice and torus moulding (E/7.1) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Plate 42 New fragment of a naos (B/4.3) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Plate 43 New fragment of a naos (C/6.8) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Plate 44 Pharaoh performing the Ruderlauf (E/4.1) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Plate 45 Lion attacking a bound captive (C/6.11) © Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft